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Human

predicaments

can

be

more

successfully

and

managed

if

governments deployed insights from classical economic philosophy.
Policy-makers are increasingly recognising these as central to solutions
relevant to the challenges of the 21st century.
New ways to establish balanced relationships between the
individual, the community and the environment enable informed readers to
engage in a refocused dialogue. Land & Liberty's feature writers pay special
attention to problems with public finance. Taxation is the bridge between the public sector and
private life. When these two spheres act in harmony, they deliver social justice and sustainable
management of nature's resources.
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The Land Project
LABOUR governments made three attempts to solve "the land prob-

Member for The Orkneys carries an onerous burden. Mr. Wallace is

lem" in postwar Britain. Each exercise ended in failure.

Scotland's Deputy First Minister and Minister for Justice. He is

The people of Scotland deserve better. They should not now be

responsible for the reform of the law of the land in every sense of the

treated to yet more Quixotic escapades. Can Liberal Democrat leader

phrase. It is his business to connect the land of Scotland to the mate-

Jim Wallace lead the first bloodless coup in democratic politics?

rial and spiritual welfare of the people.

Although Scotland's politicians may not realise it, a revolution is
in the making: the first of its kind with a real chance of success. If it

DISPOSSESSED people are traditionally betrayed by politicians.
Not all politicians were or are self-serving pretenders. But by pri-

happens, the impact will be felt throughout Britain. And politics in

vatising our culture - the inevitable outcome of the privatisation of

Westminster would never be the same again.
The "Mother of Parliaments" was created by English aristocrats.

the resources used to nourish community life - the nobility was able

They had one aim, and they were racing against the pace of social

to fashion the mind-sets of their servants. As landowners, they con-

evolution. They had to detach the social obligations from the feudal
rent they were receiving. They were employees of the state, and rent
was pay for the job. But as their duties were transferred to professionals - standing army, civil servants, circuit judges - they saw the

trolled the junction boxes in the flow of power that wrapped the
nation. Through education they shaped ideology, to safeguard their
private interests even as they pretended to discharge duties in the
public interest. It could not be otherwise.
So Mr Wallace will have to search his soul.

writing on the wall....
So, posing as champions of "free" Englishmen, they challenged

•

Can he and his colleagues who are promoting land reform educate
fellow MSPs in the virtues of rent-based public finance, which (as

the rights of kings. Their objective: control of the public purse. Their

Winston Churchill emphasised in his Edinburgh speech in 1910)

purpose: privatise the nation's flow of rent, downgrade the land tax

would deliver material prosperity for everyone?

and shift the financial burden onto wages.
Aristocratic

control

continued

into

the

era

of

democracy.

•

Can he, as a lawyer, abandon the crude notion of property that

Westminster was allowed to do anything it liked, but one subject was

was tortured into shape to suit English landowners, in favour of a

off-limits. Parliament could not revert public finance back to the prin-

matrix of rights and responsibilities that unites citizens in a

ciples of justice and efficiency. Returning publicly-created revenue -

healthy contract with nature?

rent - to the public was taboo. Liberal and Labour governments discovered that frontal

attack

the rent of land was useless.
Rent was ring-fenced.
Margaret Thatcher's scrapping of rates (the local property
tax) was the logical culmination of this fiscal history.

SCOTLAND

can

now

unwind

this disgraceful history.
Her
first

new
task

Parliament's
is

to

nourish

native

common-sense

dom.

Politicians

need

OTHER NATIONS will monitor the Scottish experi-

on

ment to see if it fulfils the promise of a new

QUOTE from Scotland's
Land
Reform Action Plan:
"A comprehensive economic evaluation of the possible impact of moving to
a land value taxation basis. A specification will be developed for evaluating
the implications; and Ministers will
consider whether this research would
represent good value for money.
Proposals by end 2001"

wis-

politics of consensus and inclusion.
Mr Wallace invites judgement on his record.
After the government published its Land Reform
Action Plan in August, he said: "Judge us on how
well we deliver. With over 30 points for action, this
plan demonstrates the scale of our commitment to
overhauling land ownership in Scotland and delivering real changes".
The government will evaluate the policy of resocialising

publicly-created

rent and

privatising

people's earned incomes. Its approach is cautious:
is this a value-for-money policy, it asks? But the

to

realise that land and taxation are two sides of the same public coin.

real question is: Can Scotland afford not to reform public finance?

That understanding will not come easily.

•

- because of the damage inflicted by conventional taxes.

For example, what would policy-makers think of this statement:
"Revenue collected by most conventional taxes is actually at the

•

There must be an audit of the government's record, starting with

Scottish Enlightenment formulated the scientific principles that under-

intelligible: even fewer will comprehend its significance for gover-

Without that realisation, the aspirations aroused by the devolution
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the impact of fiscal policy on the health and wealth of the nation.
Promoting a public dialogue on the need for this audit is a paramount
task of the civic institutions that established the

nance.

of power will be frustrated. Which is why the Liberal

Scotland's pro rata losses, today, are about £40 bn. THIS is the
record against which the people will judge their parliament.

expense of the rent of land and natural resources"? Economists of the

pin that social law. But at first, few people will find the statement

Britain's GDP in 1993 was £430 bn below full productive capacity

Land

Reform

Convention to act as watchdog and guide dog over Parliament. B L

The Law of Whose L a n d ? - Analysis, p.10.

Democrat
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Abuse by Taxation
T

HE BICENTENARY of the income tax
has slipped by almost unnoticed. Pitt
the Younger introduced it in 1799 to
finance the war with Napoleon.
As if to celebrate the event, the starting
rate of income tax was cut this year to 10% by
Britain's Chancellor, Gordon Brown. This
returned the levy to its level of 200 years ago,
when the law to tax incomes caused indignation because it required citizens to disclose
how much they earned. This, admitted
William Pitt, was "repugnant to the customs
and manners of the nation". But that did not
deter him, for the drift of fiscal history
favoured the shift away from the Land Tax.
Someone else had to pay (see Box I).
Pitt's revenue-raiser yielded £6 million.
Today it raises nearly £90 billion, more than a
quarter of the British government's
revenue, which is about the average
for all OECD countries. The 10
pence rate removed many lowincome earners from the tax net, but
it also added yet one more layer of
complexity to public finance. The
Chartered Institute of Taxation
reports that there are 7,657 pages of
legislation covering direct taxes paid
by the owners of small businesses
alone.
The passage of time has not
endeared people to income tax. In the
US, according to the official version,
17% of Americans refuse to pay
income tax. The lowest compliance
rate in recent history is matched by
an Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
bureaucracy of 102,000 employees.
But despite the high level of public
discontent, policy-makers continue
to champion the tax.

L

I
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Income Tax
turning a blind eye to the anomalies of tax policy no longer appears to be an option. For
governments are finding that, no matter how
much they take out of their economies, they
still do not have enough to fulfil the expectations of electorates. Is there a fundamental
flaw in public finance which warrants forensic
examination?
Roth himself chaired the most searching

AW-MAKERS are locked in

a double bind. They have to
sympathise with angry constituents, but they also have to
provide revenue to keep the nationstate operational.
William Pitt the Younger
The conventional view on the
obligation to pay is put by a senior
investigation ever into the IRS. He uncovered
US Senator, William Roth Jr. As
corruption on a massive scale. His committee
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
documented how administration of the income
he wrote: "Taxation is a responsibility shared
tax drove people to bankruptcy, broke up famby everyone who enjoys the blessings of
ilies and even induced suicide (see Box 2).
America. Those who refuse to contribute only
That enquiry resulted in a law last year
place a greater burden on the rest of us."
which seeks to control the taxmen who
That statement is not as simple as it seems.
became a law unto themselves. But Roth did
We can excavate complex assumptions which,
not examine the philosophy of income taxaif evaluated, would cause disarray in the phition. Had he done so, he would have been
losophy of public finance. Politicians do not
confronted with the sight of the most
question the assumptions that steer their politics, because they prefer a quite life. But
20

grotesque abuse of the principles of justice
that underpin the US Constitution.

T

HE DAMAGE inflicted on the economy by income tax is of monumental
proportions.
Politicians know this to be the case. As
Roth put it: "The income tax itself is a
dichotomy. While the power to tax is the
power to destroy, it is equally true that taxes
are what we pay for a civilised society". The
problem for democratic governance is to identify revenue raisers that can yield sufficient
income but are free of the "power to destroy".
Economists are reluctant to quantify the
losses in terms that are accessible to the public. That kind of information would be
political dynamite! One solution is to ignore
the problem altogether (the response
of politicians). Another is te claim
that the challenge of adding up the
losses is too complicated (the
response of economists).
This is unsatisfactory for concerned citizens like Maurice Saatchi,
co-founder of the Saatchi & Saatchi
advertising empire who was elevated
to the peerage in 1996. He and Peter
Warburton, an investment banker,
view the centenary of the income tax
as a call for a War of Independence
against what they call the No. 1 problem of the 21 st century - "taxes are
always going up, yet the government
never seems to have enough money
to spend on good things like health
and education". They want to reduce
the tax-take to levels that existed 30
years ago.
But they have a problem, as they
explain: "Excessive government
interference in the production
process or the pricing mechanism
creates distortion and inefficiency,
lowering the potential size and
growth of the whole economy. Yet
these arguments are difficult to
prove: empirical studies in numerous individual countries have
laboured to establish their validity.
There are so many variables that are
beyond experimental control that it is difficult to disentangle the various economic
effects".*
So they take comfort in the annual exercise
conducted by the Vancouver-based Fraser
Institute. Its Index of Economic Freedom
includes things like the size of government,
Maurice Saatchi & Peter Warburton, The War
of Independence, London: Centre for Policy
Studies, 1999.
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structure of the economy, security of property
rights, viability of contracts and freedom of
exchange in capital and financial markets.
Last year Hong Kong topped the index, with a
score (out of 10) of 9.6, followed by
Singapore (9.4), New Zealand (9.2), US (9.1)
and the UK (9.0).
Saatchi and Warburton interpret that evidence as supporting the theory that
"individual prosperity is considerably greater
in liberalised economies". But the elements of
that index do not offer policymakers concrete
guidance. Why, for example, is Hong Kong
the consistent winner of such comparative
studies of freedom? Could it be the distinctive
source of public revenue (a heavy reliance on
rental income, which makes possible very low
rates of taxation)? Without answers to such
specific questions, it will be difficult to build
a consensus around the conclusion favoured
by Saatchi and Warburton: that governments
should reduce their tax-take.

BOX 1

The Land Tax & Pitt the Younger
WILLIAM PITT (1759-1806) was appointed prime minister of Britain in 1783, at the ripe old age of
24. From the outsef, he was determined to consolidate the political dynasty established by his father,
Pitt the Elder, who taught his son the facts of life about power. The basis of that power was land.
From his estate in Somerset (rental income: between £3,000 and £4,000) a year, Pitt the Eider
allowed his imagination to roam beyond the landscape and into the ethereal sphere of history.
The estate "provided the kind of base that counted in the country, the landed position which sustained a political family; and it had fallen to him in a manner peculiarly appropriate to his conception
of his career. It was perhaps no coincidence that he claimed a peerage at the first opportunity, as Earl
of Chatham and Viscount Burton Pynsent," wrote biographer John Ehrman.
His son took high office for granted. Pitt the Younger's attitudes were shaped by his father. "His
pleasures remained largely those of his father: he rode, he farmed when time allowed, above all he
followed Chatham's favourite pastime of landscape gardening," notes Ehrman in the first of the definitive 3-volume biography of Pitt the Younger.
So when young Pitt was faced with the financial challenge of financing the war with Napoleon, he
did not increase the Land Tax. In a new biography by Eric Evans, the Professor of Social History at
Lancaster University, the social context of those who exercised power in London was pithily described
in these terms:

Table 1: Gain in Output and Per Capita Income

"Pitt's solution was to levy a new tax on income and to phase out the land tax, long hated by sus-

from switch to the Rent Revenue Policy (1993)

picious landowners who argued that 'the monied Interest' has been unwarrantably advantaged by the
tax system".

NDP

NDP per capita

$ bn

$

1,602

6,902

In 1799, Parliament introduced a 10% tax on ail income over £200 a year, with lower rates for
incomes above £60.
English fiscal history is full of precedents for Pitt's action. Walpole, for example, prepared to re-

USA
Canada

275

9,142

France

879

15,166

1,018

12,406

815

14,128

1,535

12,284

716

12,133

Germany
Italy
Japan
UK
Total

6,840

impose the Salt Tax in 1732 as a substitute for the Land Tax. The Salt Tax had been repealed two
years earlier as the most suitable way of relieving the poor. Walpole claimed that reinstating the Salt
Tax was fair between rich and poor, contending that everyone should pay tax since everyone shared
the benefit of public services. A pamphlet supporting Walpoie argued that if the labourer "has no
estate, yet he owes the protection of his life and liberty to the Government and should consequently
contribute his mite to its support". This blatantly ignored the feudal theory that rent paid by labourers to landlords should be used to defray fhe public services of the kingdom - i.e., labourers DID pay
for the benefits of protection of life and liberty. The business of the politicians, however, was to con-

Source: Fred Harrison (ed.) The Losses of Nations,

vert that social rent into private income.

London: Othila Press, 1998, p.vi.
SOURCES:

But that throws the question back to the
estimation of the deadweight losses of specific
taxes, which then need to be added up. Saatchi
and Warburton are pessimistic about being
able to execute such an exercise. That pessimism is unwarranted. Economists at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University have
started to refine a model that yields estimates
of the negative impact of conventional taxes
(itable 1). The yardstick against which to assess
the scale of losses? They compute the productive capacity of the economy if government
employed the benign policy for raising revenue (charges on the flow of land and resource
rents). According to their calculations, the US
is now losing nearly $2 trillion a year for no
better reason than that Congress insists on
employing taxes that favour landowners and
penalise the working population!

I

N MODERN history, Pitt played a leading
roll in the shift of taxation in favour of the
owners of land. In Britain, the Liberal government of 1905 tried to reverse the trend, but
landlords in the House of Lords fought tooth
and nail to prevent the reintroduction of a dedicated land tax. Their victory set the scene for
the 20th century trend, which was to untax
wealth and penalise people's earned incomes
(table 2, page 6).
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John Ehrman, The Younger Pitt, London: Constable, 1969.
Eric J. Evans, William Pitt the Younger, London: Routledge, 1999.
Kenneth Jupp, Stealing our Land, London: Othila, 1997.
William Kennedy, English Taxation 1640-1799, London: Bell, 1913.
^

•

Eric Evans

That people resent this fiscal history is
evidenced by evasion of taxation, of work
and of investment, which distorts the economy. Thus, the systemic flaw can be corrected
only by shifting the structure of public
finance back onto resource rents. That would
put history in reverse. Is that possible? Given
the massive losses inflicted by conventional
policies, the pertinent question is: Do we
have a choice?
The damage is not limited to material
losses. Cultural impoverishment cannot be
quantified by economists' models. In the
1950s, for example, Americans discovered
that the tax system nourished "widespread
misconduct, including bribery, embezzlement, influence peddling, and rampant

•

sHH sMM'^MlyMi-. •• >••;•/'

conflict of interest," as Roth put it.
Taxation's corrosive impact on morals is
illustrated by the way the public in general
condones tax-dodging, which is akin to a
popular sport. But isn't it wrong to avoid
paying for public services? The answer
depends on assumptions about citizenship
and property rights, and on the level of analysis that is applied. A good case can be
mounted for arguing that there is no such
thing as tax evasion - if the test is the one
applied by Roth: people should pay for
enjoying "the blessings of America".
People are not fools. They know that
when they buy or rent residential or commercial property they pay for "the blessings
of America". For the rent (or its capitalised
form, the selling price) is a precise measure
of the value of the benefits they would
derive from using natural and/or public
services in the locality. People rent or buy
their way into the services they want from

America. That is what their lease or mortgage is all about.
This is where the psychological and moral
problems begin. For tax-dodging renters willingiy pay for the public services they need!
They do not pay the government. They pay
their landlords, who collect the rent without
paying for the services! Is it the renters' fault
that government fails to collect the rents from
landlords?

BOX 2

Terrorising Tax Power
A CULTURE of secrecy turned the US tax-collecting agency, the Internal Revenue Service, into a ruthless system for terrorising citizens. According to US Senate Finance Committee chairman, William V.
Roth, Jr.: "Many innocent taxpayers, denied due process and living lives on the edge of financial ruin,
were forced and even bullied into paying more taxes than they owed, and the perpetrators of this
abuse were being promoted, given cash awards, and allowed to carry on within a federal agency that
is shrouded in more secrecy than the CIA".*
Prior to September 1997, when Senator Roth launched hearings, the IRS had not been subjected

Table 2: UK tax structure: % of revenue

to the full glare of publicity in a thorough investigation into its methods. For decades, the IRS
Income taxes

Expenditure

Company

Wealth taxes

on individuals

taxes

taxes

on individuals

26.8

49.6

1.6

0.5

It began in 1862 when Abraham Lincoln levied the first American income tax to finance the civil

3.8

war. Although the supreme court was to rule it as violating Article 1, Section VIII of the Constitution,

1908-9
1998-9

37.3

44.3

14.6

deployed power which corrupted some of its employees to the point where citizens were driven to
despair by illegal methods and harassment.

in 1913 Congress passed the Sixteenth Amendment to permit a "direct" tax.
In 1955, following disclosure of rampant corruption, the Bureau of Revenue changed its name to

Source: Inland Revenue Statistics 1998

the IRS. But the name change did not work: the wolf was still within. And the IRS went on to con-

This outcome gives rise to enormous economic and sociological stresses.
• In the labour market, people are constantly searching for ways to avoid taxes.
Workers whose services are in high
demand, such as programmers in the computer industry, can persuade employers to
collude with them. In Britain's information
technology sector employees are converting
to contract workers to collect remuneration
in the form of dividends. The Treasury calculates that this is costing the Exchequer
£450m a year in lost income tax.
• In the political arena, there is a perpetual
feud
between
cash-strapped
governments and people who implicitly
object to paying twice for the delivery of
one set of services: first, when they buy
or rent those services from property
owners in the market, and again when
the taxman appropriates their wages.
Such tensions are traced back to bad policy, for which government is responsible. By
failing to raise revenue direct from land-rent,
government is obliged to resort to the damaging methods of raising revenue.

solidate its powers in secret. This it justified with an astonishing doctrine: public disclosure of its
methods was not in the public's interest, because it would weaken the IRS's ability to raise revenue!
Sen. Roth interpreted this doctrine thus:
"This line of reasoning holds that people are frightened by what they don't know, by what they
can't see and understand. Fear leads to submission. Frightened Americans will more readily pay their
taxes".
Congress, driven by a tax-and-spend mentality, allowed the IRS to get away with proverbial murder. Even "Senators and congressmen have been threatened and intimidated. The agency has even
retaliated against its own commissioners and employees," reveals Senator Roth.
But the senator's hearings failed to ask the searching questions about the foundations of income
taxation. Although he brandishes the concept of equity - "there's no excuse for those who refuse to
pay their fair share of taxes" - in his book he does not challenge the basis on which congress appropriates earned incomes. He does censure "overbearing taxation and runaway federal spending", but
he does not identify principles that would guide government on questions of
O

how much should be raised,

O the method of raising revenue, or
O the sources from which it should be raised.
So no criteria are provided for judging whether he is correct in saying that Americans are excessively taxed: "We have an income tax, something Americans aren't too fond of in the first place.
Seventy per cent believe ifs excessive. It's applied by a code so complex that on April 15 most folks
don't know whether they're cheats or martyrs".
The Revenue Act of 1913 introduced the income tax. It took up 14 pages in the law books. Today,
the law runs to 4,100 pages, with an additional 5,000 pages
of regulations. The original tax applied to less than 1% of the

A

RADICAL review of public finance
would be socially cathartic. For the
terms of such an enquiry it would be
difficult to improve on the words of Edward
I, the English king who said: "To each his
own! We must find out what is ours, and due
to us. And others, what is theirs, and due to
them".
What the kings and barons of old regarded
as theirs, of course, was determined over the
heads of common people. Their tussle was for
control over the taxable surplus of the economy. To appropriate that revenue they had to
control the nation's territory and the estates of
which it was composed. Land was what it was
all about, because the taxable capacity of the
nation was its rental income.
Nothing has changed. The taxable surplus
is denoted by the rent of land and natural
resources. Today, that economic reality is
camouflaged by the outcome of the savage
historical struggle for power over rent. That
struggle became the pathology of high politics, which in turn necessarily became

20

population - about 357,000 of the wealthiest people - and
applied to all income "from whatever source derived". Today,
more than half of all income is subject to the tax.
* William V. Roth, Jr. & William H. Nixon, The Power to Destroy,
New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1999.

• William V Roth Jr

(because the field of combat was the taxable
surplus of the nation) the pathology of public
finance.
The symptoms of that pathology are displayed in many forms. One is the money
merry-go-round. In Britain, government collects
between £30-40 bn in income tax and national
insurance contributions from 17m households
which then receive the money back as "benefits".
People accept the need to pay for public

services. But, intuitively, they sense a crippling flaw somewhere. That flaw is likely to
be in the nature of taxation, which is defined
by the OECD as "a compulsory, unrequited
payment to general government". By unrequited they mean "benefits provided by
government to taxpayers are not normally in
proportion to their payments". People happily
pay for what they get. They do not like paying
for what they do not receive.
In the days of divine rights, the kings and
barons finally settled the conflict over who
owned what, and the commoners were the losers. The battle now has to be fought all over
again, but this time the weapons are the tools
of democratic discourse. QSL
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weightless
Blair's guru
world without a Land Tax
PERHAPS we had better believe Charles
Leadbeater. The former Financial Times
Tokyo bureau chief has scaled the heights
of gurudom, writes Ian Barron.
His new book is hailed as setting out
the agenda for the next Blair revolution".
That view is expressed by Peter
Mandelson, one of the architects of the
first Blair revolution.
Mandelson, before being obliged to
resign as Britain's Trade and Industry
Minister over a scandal involving his
house mortgage, consulted Leadbeater on
economic policy.
The Leadbeater wisdom is now distilled in Living on Thin Air.* Premier
Tony Blair commended the author as "an
extraordinary interesting thinker. His book
raises critical questions for Britain's
future".
Taxation is one of the themes that
receives radical assessment from the perspective of an analyst who is beguiled by
the commercial possibilities of computer
technology. In the future, it seems, we will
be living off products that can be replicated at virtually zero cost: hence, living on
thin air.
But this creates problems for governments. How do they track taxable revenue
when profits can be concealed in tax
havens around the world in nano seconds?
In his view, each age produces its distinctive tax system. The land tax "made
sense for a primarily agrarian society".
But the land tax was eclipsed when capital
and labour rather than land became the
source of wealth. So: "Industrialisation
shifted the tax base from land to capital
and labour. The new economy will require
an equally fundamental transformation".
Mr. Leadbeater promotes this perspective on history for the benefit of the Blair
government's favoured think tanks. In his
view, we are putting an increasing distance between ourselves and the policy of
raising revenue direct from the rental
income generated by land in all its forms.

HOLLYWOOD actor Warren Beatty - who may

economics at the

bid for nomination as a US presidential candi-

University

of

date in next year's elections - has a view on

California.

It

whether the "land" of American can finance

includes:

public services.

*

In his controversial 20th Century Fox
movie Bulworth he plays a senator who suffers a breakdown - and proceeds to tell the
truth to a shocked electorate. One of his targets: TV moguls who make fortunes out of
selling advertising slots to political candidates.

Energy in all
forms

Mason Gaffney

*

Minerals

*

Water and adjunct resources

*

Timber

*

Rights of way

*

Airport time-slots and landing rights

*

Recreation lands

*

Territorial franchises

*

Zoning

"I got a simple question that I would like
to ask," says Bulworth to an interviewer.
"This network that pays you for performing
your task. How come they got the air-

*

Privileged use of congested commons....

waves? They're the people's, aren't they?

The list is a long one. Writes the profes-

Wouldn't they be worth 70 billion to the

sor: "It seems reasonable to conclude that

public

aggregate resource rents, in a tax-free econo-

today

If

some

money-grubbing

Congress didn't give them away for big

my, would be adequate to replace all present

campaign money?"

taxes. That conclusion is subject to a com-

The radio spectrum is one example of a
long list of "land" as defined by economists,
which produce an enormous flow of rent

prehensive definition of rent, as explained
above".*
*

Mason Gaffney, "An Inventory of Rent-yielding
Resources", The Losses of Nations (ed: F.
Harrison), London: Othila, 1998.

which could be taxed. That list has been provided by Mason Gaffney, a professor

tigers. For example, Rainer Geiger, one of
the OECD officials who has helped to
write a code on good corporate governance, says: "The absence of transparency,
control and accountability in corporate
management leads to a loss of economic
efficiency overall, and undermines
investor confidence in markets, and leads
to the misallocation of resources to the
detriment of shareholders and workers".
Fine words, but policy advisors like
Leadbeater and Geiger have yet to apply
their critical analysis to tax policies which
deliberately shroud government action in
secrecy. An example is the justification for
"broad-based taxes". This fiscal philosophy
is justified purely in terms of minimising

of

the taxpayers' awareness of the extent of
the tax-take. This is supposed to minimise
the pain inflicted on the payers. It doesn't,
of course, but the approach to raising revenue reveals the cynicism of politicians.
The last thing they want is transparency in
their revenue-raising policies!
Charles Leadbeater needs to re-visit
the issue of the land tax in its historical
context and see how it can be adapted as
resource rent charges to fulfil all the criteria for efficiency in Faising revenue in the
Information Age. He will discover that to use a Thatcher phrase - TINA: There Is
No Alternative.
*

Living on Thin Air, London: Viking, £17.99.

ULTIMATELY, gurus like Mr. Leadbeater
will discover that governments will be rescued by the one fiscal policy which they
now disparage as redundant.
The test of a good modern tax in the
computer age can be derived from the
principles being articulated by Britain's
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon
Brown. He insists on the virtues of transparency. How much more transparent can
you get than a charge on the rental income
of immovable land and other resources
supplied free by nature?
Transparency is the fashionable concept among experts who presume to
instruct successful nations like the Asian
Charles Leadbeater is a Demos think-tank research associate and consultant to major companies.
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WO AUTHORS are claiming that
Canadian-born economist Lauchlin
Currie was a Soviet spy.
He was certainly an agent for social change
- but was he a double-agent, serving the communists as well as working to build an
enlightened market economy?
Currie died in 1993. He championed radical
public expenditure policies to lift the US out of
the Great Depression, and he campaigned for
the capture of unearned land values (Land &
Liberty, Spring 1999, p.6). He drafted the resolution on the recapture of land values that was
adopted by the UN Habitat Conference in
Vancouver in 1976.
His public service began as an instructor
at Harvard (1927-34). From there he joined
the US government as assistant to the
Governor of the Federal Reserve Board and
then as aide to President Roosevelt in the
White House (1939-45).
In 1941 he was sent to advise Chiang Kaishek on China's finances. He called for the
centralised collection of a land tax, to be paid
in kind rather than in rapidly depreciating cash.

I

N November 1945 the "blond spy queen"
Elizabeth Bentley defected and told the
FBI about Soviet espionage in the US. She
named Lauchlin Currie and Harry Dexter
White, Under-secretary of the US Treasury and
architect of the International Monetary Fund. 1
Bentley's list was made public in 1948.
Many of those named invoked the Fifth
Amendment. Currie and White, however,
demanded to appear before the House UnAmerican Activities Committee to deny the
charges.
O White, who was suffering from a severe
heart condition, put up a famously spirited
defence against Richard Nixon's interrogation. He collapsed and died three days later.
O Currie stressed that Elizabeth Bentley
admitted that she had never met him and
that she had said she knew he was not a
communist. Although she had received
information that came from him via other
government economists who certainly were
NKVD (Soviet intelligence) agents, she
admitted that she did not know whether he
C. LOWELL HARR1SS first met Lauchlin

TEA FOR T W O : Lauchlin Currie and Madam Chiang Kai-shek

Mole hunters and the
quest for a Soviet spy

by ROGER
SAND I LANDS
was aware of how his information was
being used. One committee member had
rebuked Miss Bentley for "smearing Currie
by remote control". At the conclusion of
Currie's testimony Congressman Karl
Mundt stated that he "believed in his
Americanism".
"Nothing in my memory would give me

Currie in 1931. He lived in a dormitory

reason to believe anything other than loy-

room just above the office occupied by

alty and integrity. He did work to aid the

the Canadian economist at Harvard. They

British during the years when Communists

developed a close friendship which was

in this country

to last a lifetime. Dr Harriss served in

well as Stalin.

the US Treasury, before taking up an economics professorship at Columbia
University.
He was incredulous when he read the
allegations against his friend. He told Land

"I have never

able to believe the

legations. Few
remember the al
war, and post-<

today are likely to
ere of the pre-war,
ears. Emotions ran

. I have always felt that if my friend

& Liberty that, after the Second World War

had the depth of feelings in the directions

"We met in Bogota three or four times. He

alleged, I would have sensed something. I

did make a passing reference to the alle-

I believe his denials. What

gations against him, citing his decoration

Soviet materials recently

by Chiang Kai-Shek as evidence of

appears in 1
released re
firming his

20

to Currie but without conmplicity".

Around this time the sensational cases of
Alger Hiss and the Rosenbergs led to heightened Cold War tension and the McCarthy
witch hunts. Currie testified before the
McCarran Committee on his role in the supposed "loss" of China. Although no charges
were brought against him his career in the US
was seriously jeopardised. He settled in
Colombia as a successful dairy farmer and top
economic adviser to Colombian presidents. In
the 1960s and 1970s he was a visiting professor in the US, Canada and Britain.

W

HEN Peter Wright published
Spycatcher in 1987, he revealed the
existence of a top secret CIANational Security Agency project, known as
VENONA, to decipher coded messages that
passed between Moscow, Washington and
New York in the 1940s. These were declassified in 1996.
Since then a spate of books has appeared,
the latest by Britain's well-known spywriter
Nigel West, that evaluate the significance of
these decrypts. America's Allen Weinstein also
gained access, for a hefty fee, to some of the
KGB's archives in Moscow. A total of nine
VENONA messages (out of some 2,900), most
only partially decrypted, mention Currie's
name. Weinstein found two references in the
KGB files.2
For mole hunters who base their "catches"
on the number of times a person's name
appears alongside those of proven spies, Currie
is guilty. Speculation about what other information he may have passed on then seems fair
play, especially when the White House connection is a bonus for book sales.
We should not discount the guilt-by-association criterion, but it is not a sufficient
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condition. If we assume that a man is innocent
until proven guilty, proof must turn on the
nature of the association.
When the substance of the Soviet messages is examined Currie's name appears only
as a source of information that has been
passed on by fellow government economists
whose loyalty he never doubted.
As late as 20 March 1945, Moscow was
still exploring the possibility of revealing to
Currie the true complicit nature of his contact
with his disloyal government associates,
whom he had trusted. Although this March
1945 decrypt, like most of the others, is fragmentary and hence ambiguous, the gist was
that while Moscow would have liked to pass
"control" over him directly to a Russian, this
was likely to be very ill-advised.

C

URRIE'S extraordinarily varied career
was characterised by a strong commitment to making the free enterprise
system work on behalf of the whole community. The tools for achieving this constituted a
programme that was profoundly at odds with
Soviet totalitarianism.
He promoted competition and the mobility
of labour and capital, the protection of legitimate property rights, and a fair tax system.
Land, however, is not mobile or reproducible,
and its value is an unearned income for its
owners: hence the case Currie espoused for
the capture of its value for the whole community.
While at the White House, it was part of
his job to hold secret meetings with the
Soviets. For example, on his return from a
mission to Bern in March 1945, to put pressure on the Swiss to freeze Nazi assets, he
conveyed a plea from the Swiss president to
Roosevelt to help him establish diplomatic
relations with the Soviets. Roosevelt did not
want to intervene personally so he asked
Currie, who had good relations with both the
Swiss and the Soviets, to do it for him, discreetly, on his own.
Given all the direct evidence spanning a
long career, a fair-minded appraisal leads to
the conclusion that Currie was not wittingly
betraying information to the USSR. His name
was evidently used by those who wished to
impress their. Kremlin masters: but we do not
condemn people as guilty by association @L
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OECD Policy: a dog's dinner

W

ESTERN governments are worried
about
Japan.
Envoys
from
Washington and London fly frequently to Tokyo to offer advice on how to
restore health to the economy.
Japan's troubles began in 1991. But
between 1963 and 1992 Japan's share of G7
exports nearly doubled, from 10% to 19%. The
UK's share slumped from 17% to 10%. The
US share dropped from 22% to 21%.
So who could teach whom the secret of
economic success? Until 1992 Japan was
trouncing the opposition.
But post-war history confirms the old
adage: the bigger they are, the harder they fall.
Japan was going to fall harder than any of the
others, which gave her predator competitors
the chance to pounce....
r

HAT FELLED the Japanese giant?
If you believe the analysis from
London and Washington, the primary problem was a lack of financial
transparency.
The West also
Index Mar 1990*100
120
criticises the
Itt
cosy regulato100
/
ry relationship
J
•0
b e t w e e n
/
•0
industry and
70
government,
•0
but how could
50
that be the
source of the
problem? The Western market economy was
beaten hands down by Tokyo's policy.
The doctrine of transparency was developed. The logic of the analysis is spelt out in a
report produced by the Paris-based OECD,*
which is full of expressions of concern for economic performance. It seems that the West's
economists know better than the Japanese
technocrats. Japan is unable to function in a
"mature market economy". Its administrators
no longer offer a "coherent view of the rule of
regulation in globalised market economies".
Policies are based on "outdated concepts of
managed competition and immature market
institutions".

W;

And so the OECD prescribes a batch of
cliches: "A new philosophy of regulation is
needed, based on market principles, consumer
choice, adaptability, and transparency".
Policy-makers in Tokyo could be forgiven
for thinking that there was a certain arrogance
concealed behind the pearls of wisdom directed at them. Even so, something was fatally
wrong with the Japanese formula. But the
OECD fails to offer a coherent account.
Analysis keeps returning to the asset market bubble. The problem is traced to "lack of
attention to structural reform [which] contributed to the creation of a disastrous asset
bubble...The Japanese authorities had partially

t¥

liberalised financial markets without installing
necessary regulatory oversight...The inflow of
lending, on top of rising investment due to
lower interest rates, caused land and housing
prices to rise, followed by other asset prices".
The bubble burst in 1989-90.
Is there something bad about a real estate
bubble? The OECD dances around the outer
edges of the question: "In the late 1980s, as
asset prices rose, banks began financing real
estate development, construction projects, and
equity investments, as well as previously
uncreditworthy small enterprises whose balance sheets had improved with rising asset
prices". So what? What's the difference
between bidding up the price of land and
works of art? Conventional wisdom implies
there is a problem with real estate prices why, otherwise, characterise it as a bubble?
Bubbles burst.
In Japan, land prices were on a one way
track throughout the 1990s. They fell for the
seventh straight year in 1998, down 7.1% from
1997.
The
National
Tax
Index
120
Agency reports
110
that average land
ttO
value in Tokyo
SO
fell 7.6% (com•0
pared with 5% in
70
1997). In Osaka,
•0
land prices fell
8.1% (5.3%). In
Nagoya
the
doubled
to
8.8%.
decline more than
Companies are still struggling to dispose of
bad loans for which land was collateral.
But if bubbles are bad, why not prevent
them? The OECD does not care to contemplate
that prospect, which is why it focuses on transparency in the financial sector. The problem
with that "explanation" is that the US had a
transparent system in the 1980s when the
crooks and speculators used the savings and
loans industry to exploit the land market. This
cost US taxpayers around $500 billion.
The OECD offers no reassurance that the
"more liquid asset markets" which are in the
offing in Japan will prevent another bubble
economy. But that may not be what they are
really after. They reveal the need to construct
"a different kind of state".
If that sounds ominous - has Japan yielded
a mandate to the West to create a new kind of
state? - it is also confusing. For, "market liberalisation does not mean less of all kinds of
regulation. On the contrary, in some areas it
may mean more, although any regulation
should be efficient and flexible". So the OECD
wants Japan to adopt a deregulated regulated
economy! A regular dog's dinner! D8L
*

OECD Review of Regulatory Reform in Japan,
April 1999, Paris.

The Law of Whose Land?
A

UNIQUE political appointment - a Minister responsible for land
reform - secures the land question at the top of the agenda in
Scotland.
Jim Wallace, the leader of the Liberal Democrats, has the task of honouring the new Executive's pledge to change the laws of the land.
Donald Dewar, Scotland's First Minister, relishes the priority he has
given to a Bill that will enable communities to buy the land they occupy when it comes on the market. He believes that, with the devolution
of power to Edinburgh, the new Scottish Parliament will deliver effective solutions: "... day in, day out, it is here that the law of the land will
be shaped and laid down".
The euphoria is understandable, but reality must prevail.
Traditionally, social, economic and political power is held by those who
own the land - or, more precisely, those who pocket the rent of land.
That clarification is crucial. For where once only the aristocracy held
landed power, now it is found more diversely: the financial institutions,
for instance, receive a huge proportion of rental income through the
mortgage market.
The power of those who control rent is sufficient to thwart democratic governments. That is what happened with Lloyd George's
People's Budget, which was enacted in 1910 on the back of a huge popular mandate. It was not implemented. The same fate befell Labour
Chancellor Philip Snowden's 1931 Finance Act. In both cases, the target
was the rent of land.
Mr Dewar's intentions are genuine, but his understanding of what
constitutes land reform - as defined in his government's Land Reform
Action Plan - is limited to rural issues.
LAWS in Labour's plans can be traced to the absence of a coherent philosophy of property rights. This is evident from the plan to
abolish feudal tenure.
What the Scottish Executive calls "A simple system of land ownership" will replace feudal superiorities, "and vassals will own their land
outright". Present tenure is a sophisticated structure of rights which
includes every citizen through his or her relation to the Crown. It is to
be replaced by a crude model that excludes the majority of people.
Feudal rights as bent to favour landlords must be consigned to history. But it was feudalism in the breach - not in its original form - which
betrayed the rights of the people who occupied the land of Scotland. Its
early form suited the conditions at the time. It is the anachronisms,
which offend modern sensibilities, that need to be abolished.
But feudal tenure recognised the social rights of every citizen. The
present "conditionality" of land-holding - proprietors hold land subject
to the higher rights of the community - must not be sacrificed.
Scotland needs a democratic debate to define a new philosophy of
property rights. The paramount challenge is to identify in practical terms
everyone's equal right to land within a model of responsibilities that
guarantee justice and economic efficiency. Without that philosophy it
will not be possible for Parliament to develop coherent land laws.
Reform is not just about access to rural acres. It is about the power
and relationship between the individual and the community. The power
that is intrinsic in land intrudes into every corner of everyone's life. That
power works with or against people's personal and social interests
depending on whether the rules of engagement are fair. At present, they
are not.

F

HOUSING High urban land prices contribute to the rural crisis. They
encourage salaried town workers to buy country properties. This prices
farm workers out of homes. There is no reform worthy of the name that
ignores land in the hearts of cities.
Disruption caused by unaffordable housing is illustrated in
Edinburgh today. Spiralling property prices induced by the creation of
Parliament has led to a call from unions for additional wages to cover
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SCOTLAND'S political leaders celebrated the devolution of puwer to a Parliament in Edinburgh by saying they want a new
style of democratic politics based on consensus. First Miniufjr Donald Dewar set the tone by forming a coalition with the
Liberal Democrats. He made their leader, Jim Wallace, his ieputy. But the testing ground will be cross-party agreement
on sensitive issues. The most challenging issue is land reform. Land policy is in the hands of these politicians:

Lib Dem: Jim Wallace

Labour: Angus McKay

SNP: Rosea uu

Greens: Robin Harper

Tory: Alex Johnstone (North

(Orkney)

(Edinburgh South)

Cunningham Perth)

(Lothians)

East Scotland)

Deputy First Minister and

Deputy Minister for Justice,

Shadow Miniser for

Member: Transport and

Spokesperson on Rural
Affairs (including agriculture
and land reform). Age: 36.

Minister for Justice. Age:

with special responsibility

Justice, Equal} & Land

Environment Committee.

44. Responsible for Home

for Land Reform. Age: 35.

Reform. Age: IE. Born in

Age: 58. Teacher, worked in

Elected as councillor for

Glasgow, praifi ed as a

Africa. Ex professional

Farmer. Convener Rural

musician. Supporter of a

Affairs Committee.

Affairs, including civil law

City of Edinburgh Council in

Solicitor and l i n an

law reform, land reform

1995. Campaign worker for

Advocate betor election as

wide range of charitable,

Member, Scottish

policy and freedom of infor-

the housing charity

MP. Writes viekly column

human rights and environ-

Landowners'

mation.

Shelter.

for the Scotti: 11 Mirror.
i
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mental organisations.

Federation.

and criminal justice, police,

Fred Harrison and Peter Gibb say land r : form is not possible without tax reform
the rising cost of accommodation. Average house prices have escalated
by 63% over the last three years, to a level only £8,000 behind London.
That increase is in the cost of land: bricks and mortar can be trucked in
to equate supply with demand - that's what keeps house prices affordable. But that solution is not possible for land sites in locations where
people need to live and work.
L
SPECULATION
The largest capital gains are reaped in towns, and
they send economic shock waves to the farthest islands of the West
coast. Land speculation includes the trading-up activities of wage-earning home-owners; but it is a pathological activity. It nurtures the
mentality of the casino economy. People seek to accumulate capital as
fast as possible, so that they can retire from work and live off the value
produced by others. This is the starkest indication of alienation: our culture does not encourage people to view work as a fulfiling experience.
But while income from man-made capital is earned, this is not the
case with gains from land. Privatised land-rents are at the expense of the
community in myriad ways. Speculation drives urban sprawl, for example. Remove the incentive to speculate and hoard land, and the rate at
which we concrete green acres would slow to a sustainable pace.
ENTERPRISE Links between land and industry are not monitored by
policy-makers, with tragic results. An example is the destructive use of
interest rates in the boom/bust phase of the business cycle. As the economy "over-heats", government raises the cost of borrowing money. This
hurts everyone, but the policy discriminates disproportionately against
some. Most people in Scotland are losers, every time.
H Marginal producers are operations (whether in Kensington or Kyle)
that only just pay their way. They may be financially viable, despite
the existing tax burden, but they cannot carry the additional monetary penalties inflicted by interest-hiking government.
L a n d & Liberty A u t u m n 1999

C3 Marginal locations in geographically peripheral areas - bearing the
high costs of public infrastructure and relatively lower productivity
(e.g., lower soil fertility or higher transport costs) - mean that many
people there just manage to make a living. Add an increase in interest rates, and they are punished out of existence.
But what drives the boom that governments fear will lead to bust?
Intensive speculation in land always precedes a major recession. Asset
prices are driven up, which provoke higher interest rates. So land speculation by the few surfaces as trauma inflicted on the many. That's how
government - blind to the dynamics of the land market, and so deploying inappropriate policies - can destroy jobs and reduce living standards.
PUBLIC INVESTMENT Taxation is an abusive tool in the hands of
government. This is illustrated by the way taxpayers are forced to pay
for public goods that enrich landowners.
Inadequate investment is not due to a shortage of capital. The problem originates with the distribution of the benefits from public spending.
Difficulties - such as the funding of Britain's new cross-channel railway
system - occur because part of the value created by infrastructural
investment is not included in prices charged for the use of services. This
extra value - created, say, by a new road or a bridge over a river - is
known as an "external economy". But that value does not go begging: it
is capitalised into higher land prices.
For the sake of efficiency, user charges (the cost of a train ticket from
London's King's Cross to Glasgow Central, say) should equal the "marginal" costs of public services. But this means the prices paid to use
public services do not capture (or "internalise") the "external" value.
This throws the responsibility onto government. It alone can recoup that
value through fiscal policy. In doing so, it would be able to finance the
full cost of investment without adding to debt.
The failure to combine user-charges with fair public finance overLand & Liberty Autumn 1999

burdens taxpayers, under-finances public services and enriches
landowners who receive windfall gains. Who says there is no such thing
as a free lunch? The leakage from public purse into private pockets
offends the principle of fair dealing in the market economy. It can be
corrected only if everyone who gains from public spending pays for the
benefits received. Road congestion charges are an example of land-rent
payments. The principle needs to be extended if fairness is to be the
cementing principle in land use and public finance policies.
POVERTY The world owes no-one a living, but work and the earth's
free resources should enable everyone to live fulfiled lives. But our laws
restrict access to the means of life, granting the privileged minority a
monopoly over the earth. This is the root of poverty. "Social inclusion"
will remain an illusion until access to the bounty of the planet is democratised. If people paid rent to the community to use nature's resources which would eliminate the need for taxation on wages - poverty would
evaporate like a Highland mist on a summer's morn.
Licensing of pelagic or river fishing, game rights, and natural energy
are proper subjects of public rent charges. Other examples include the
use of the airwaves for broadcasting, the pollution-absorbing capacity of
the environment, and airport landing rights.
ECOLOGY The land of Scotland is wrought with ecological mismanagement. The root of the problem is the roughshod use of nature
encouraged by governments that failed to act as stewards of "the commons". The surest way to make people respect nature is to require them
to pay for its use. Rental charges encourage conservation.
Earth requires that there be due return for all things taken: similarly,
that all things brought forth shall be properly allotted. The inequitable
use of the earth's bounty is unsustainable: this is the mirror image of the
state's theft of private income through iniquitous taxation.

O

UR ANALYSIS of contact between land and people's private
and public lives leads to one conclusion: major problems stem
from the failure to treat publicly-created value as public revenue. Scotland's Parliament is not yet tarnished by such failures. That's
why it must resist piecemeal, quick-and-easy policies. In-depth research
into "the land question" would identify synergistic solutions.
Take local democracy. It is cramped by dependency on grants from
central government. Power ought to be devolved to local government
and other community bodies, to create a resilient, interlocking system of
democratic units. As the Mcintosh Commission reported in June: "We
would urge local government to renew itself...We seek...a new culture
of continuous renewal and improvement which will permanently change
the face of Scottish local government". But that outcome is possible only
after public finance has been democratised.
Only 20% of revenue is raised locally through taxation. Not surprisingly, citizens are frustrated with the democratic process. The Mcintosh
Commission stressed that accountable democracy and revenue raising
go hand in hand. The local property tax needs to be restructured, and
there is a wealth of evidence that favours one reform. The empirical evidence comes from countries like Denmark, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, and Pennsylvania in the US. Buildings need to be untaxed:
that would encourage urban renewal and conservation of greenfield
sites. And the rent of the land provides the buoyant and progressive fiscal base for a re-invigorated community.
Everyone would gain from tax reform: there need be no losers. The
rent of land and natural resources constitutes the natural source of public finance. This was the principle at the heart of feudal tenure. It was
also the basis of societies before the middle ages. And economists of the
Scottish Enlightenment, like Adam Smith and William Ogilvie,
endorsed this policy for an industrial Britain. It happens to be the only
viable policy for post-industrial society. I9L
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Economic Intelligence: BRITAIN

The Housing Boom
- Again!
OOM-TIME in Britain is causing
problems for analysts. They would
like to "talk up" the economy, and the
excited reports being circulated by mortgagelending
companies
is
fuelling their
imagination. But they cannot decide whether
escalating house prices are good or bad. The
wealth effect which encourages consumers to
spend in the high street shops is inspiring
headlines in the media, but that is sending
mixed signals. Pundits have learnt to link rising house prices with the turbulent times that
precede recessions.
Gazumping has returned with a vengeance
in the South East. With unemployment
falling, and interest rates at their lowest level
in living memory for many first time buyers,
the race is on to acquire property. But with
buyers outnumbering suppliers of houses by
seven to one, the bidding has become ferocious. One in seven house deals is falling
through because of improved offers by latecomers.
The owner of a shed-size artist's studio in
Kensington, West London, turned down an
offer of £359,000 in May. He bought the
structure in 1997 for about £290,000, and he
wants more than £400,000 for a property
described by neighbours as a "tumbledown
stable".
Housing experts are rushing to reassure
the public that Britain is not once again in the
throes of a 1980s boom which foreshadowed
the recession of 1992. But the analysts are not
offering a coherent explanation for why they
say the upturn in house prices is not symptomatic of a bubble that will terminate in a bust.
Despite the recurring character of housing
booms, the analysts do not have at their com-

B

mand a theory that
makes sense of familiar
trends. For example,
according to conventional theory, as people feel
richer they increase consumption. The Chartered
Institute of Purchasing
and Supply now reports
the strongest rise in new
business for two years.
But is this an indicator of
reckless behaviour that
ought to alert us to an
up-coming crash?
Halifax,
Britain's
largest mortgage lender,
claimed in June: "We are
not looking at the beginning of a property boom
as seen in the eighties,
but now is a good time to
buy a house, as mortgage
rates are competitive and
there are plenty of discounts to be found".
Already, such predictions are beginning to
look like famous last
words.

EPICENTRE of London's housing boom: two-up/ two-down cottages in
a street in Stratford, which were built 110 years ago and sold to railway workers for £90. They are located in what was an undesireable
area of the residential market. Today, the rate of increase in their
price puts them at the centre of an overheating market which has
taken economists by surprise.
Nationwide, Britain's largest building society, embarrassed by a
failure to anticipate the beginnings of the boom, has doubled its
forecast for price increases to 8% this year.
Halifax, which in June had predicted a 4% increase for the year,
revised the figure up to 6% in July and 8.2% in August.
By mid-summer, the largest annualised increases - 27.2% - have
been in houses nearest to the Stratford railway station, and the properties showing the most marked rises have been in Tennyson Road.
These artisan cottages fetched £49,000 in 1994, at the bottom of

^HE escalation of
the last house price cycle. Two years later the price had climbed to
prices is limited to
£52,000. Another two years and the price reached £60,000, climbing
London and the
steeply to £70,000 - and since Christmas prices have been unstopSouth East. But the cascade effect has begun,
pable, according to estate agents.
and competitive bidding
turn into a tidal wave and swamp the
in East Anglia is being reported by estate
Midlands before moving on to the North and
agents. How long will it take for the ripples to
washing over the border into Scotland?
Historical data would provide analysts
with some guide on the timetable, but such
analysis needs an overarching theory of the
reform is that the council tax raises much less
relevant cycle. But while the notion of cycles
than the old rates - around £10 billion in 1996,
is accepted, the analysts lack conceptual tools
about a third of what was raised by the old
that can predict the outcome. That is where
fear sets in.
rates on domestic properties. "This shows the
No-one wants to bear bad news. So comscale of the fiscal disaster that followed the
mentators claim that the new boom will not
introduction and abolition of the community
terminate in an 80s style bust. But that statecharge. This fall in revenue implies a shift from
ment is based on hope rather than
property taxation towards other forms of taxawell-grounded knowledge. And one reason
tion, which is inefficient".
for this void in knowledge is that the experts
The economists, writing in The Financial
are trying to read the signals with partial
Times (Aug. 18,1998), note that the council
vision. Economists who monitor trends will
tax is highly regressive. People occupying a
catalogue the most esoteric detail, but they
house worth £1 million pay only twice the
diligently avoid consideration of the land
market. An example is to be found in the secamount paid by those in a house worth
tor for commercial property.
£70,000. They call for revaluations every two
The Royal Institution of Chartered
years and tax rates more proportional to house
Surveyors
commissioned a study of property
values.

T!

Dampening the Upswings
TWO OXFORD economists have criticised
Britain's local property tax as aggravating the
housing market.
Margaret Thatcher attempted to abolish the
rates, but her poll tax - called the community
- led to civil riots. The legacy is called
cil tax, which is not linked to current
market values.
suit, say John Muellbauer and Gavin
in, is that the tax "cannot help to stagional and national economic activity. In
upswing of the business cycle,
rices rise substantially relative to
If the council tax were linked to curse prices, the higher tax revenue would
dampen demand in booming areas",
ond ill effect of Thatcherite attempts at
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cycles in the UK from 1921 to 1997.* This
consisted of a thorough review of the available data and deployed the most exacting
mathematical and econometric tools to
squeeze out the faintest nuances from the
numbers. But as far as the three analysts
engaged in the study were concerned, the
problem was to make sense of trends associated with the "ownership of buildings". The
implicit assumption is that the motives for
investing in land are the same as those for
investment in buildings.
The state of disarray in economics is illustrated by the failure to even agree on whether
the business cycle exists. It is, the RICS
report notes, "One of the longest standing and
intensively researched topics in economics,
and at the same time one which still provokes
fierce dispute about whether such a thing
exists, and, if it does so, why". That is why
standard definitions of the business cycle
"contain a thicket of qualifying conditions
around a central concept that cycles constitute 'recurrent but not necessarily regular'
patterns in a wide range of economic indicators".
Undeterred, however, the analysts stalk
their elusive quarry with their equations in
the rush to offer meaningful guidance to
investors. Property is a key component of a
portfolio of assets, but anticipating the trends
is necessary if risk is to be minimised and
profits are to be maximised. Well, is there a
property cycle? The RICS report concludes:
"In the final analysis, the absence of full statistical proof should not be taken as
demolishing the value of the concept of the
property cycle. It is even more difficult, using
the same tests we have applied to property
returns, to prove the existence of the business
cycle in the economy".
Such accounts invite analogy with practitioners of the paranormal who seek to prove
the existence of ghosts. Now you see them,
now you don't... if they exist at all...

K

NOWING when a cycle is to begin
and when it will terminate makes a
world of difference. The idea is to get
in at the ground floor and get out before the
lift goes through the roof.
Periodicity varies according to the phenomenon being measured. Some studies have
identified nine-year cycles on the supply side
of the building industry, together with longer
"swings" of 15-20 years generated by obsolescence and replacement cycles in the
building stock, which the RICS report characterises as "waves of urban development".
But without a theory that explains what
drives activity which can be tracked in cyclical form, investors are in a quandry. How do
they know where they are if cycles are irregular in character and timing?
Governments are also caught in the dilemma of not knowing the consequences of
intervention. In Britain, the benefits of historically low interest rates, which are hovering
around 5% (and which are being capitalised
into higher land prices), is driving speculation in the land market. Should the Bank of
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England, which is charged with operating a
stable inflation policy and which is now
responsible for interest rate policy, raise the
cost of borrowing money? To do so would be
to damage economic recovery in most of the
UK.
With "over-heating" largely confined to
the South East, how can the Bank of England
cool the ardour of house buyers by raising
interest rates without penalising the rest of
Britain where the increase in house prices is
modest and firms need to borrow money to
keep their business flowing? Why are policy
tools too crude to address a problem that is
restricted to a particular geographical region?
Might it be that the analysts have not yet
materialised the phenomenon that is driving
the business and property cycles?
The RICS analysis, for example, lacks a
component which would explain the nature
and timing of investment which sends capital
growth soaring in the property market. A
major collapse in the economy is always preceded by fierce - some would say frenzied activity in this sector. But the quest for capital gains is driven by motives that are distinct
from the need to derive rental income from
the commercial use of buildings. The undifferentiated analysis - words like "property"
and "housing" are blunderbuss concepts may be concealing material phenomena in
metaphysical shrouds. Q8L

Exit God?
GOD'S ROLE in Scotland's system of land tenure
has taken a beating at the hands of Stirling Sheriff
Kenneth Pritchard, who has ordered the eviction
of Chris Ballance from the land occupied by his
hut overlooking a loch north of Glasgow
Mr. Ballance led a rent strike after his laird, Allan
Barnes-Graham, raised the rates. In court, Mr.
Ballance claimed that under feudal law God was the
ultimate owner of the land, and would not condone
eviction (Land & Liberty, Summer 1999: p 2).
But the Sheriff said that the Crown was at the
apex of feudal law, not God.
Mr. Ballance announced that he would appeal,
but shortly after the verdict his hut was burnt
down. So was the hut owned by the tenants association's treasurer, Bill McQueen. A spokesman
for Central Scotland Fire Brigade said investigations suggested that both fires may have been
started maliciously.
The laird is reported as saying that he was
appalled, but that the fires would not alter his policy of evictions against the flutters.

* "The UK Property Cycle", Research Project
undertaken by Investment Property Databank,
London: RICS, 1999.
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Chris Ballance

London • Glenda Jackson
Land Tax "not on Blair agenda"
OSCAR-winning actress Glenda Jackson

Jackson, who won Oscars for best actress in

shocked the political establishment when she

Women in Love (1970) and A Touch of Class

resigned her job as Transport Minister in Tony

(1973), has forcefully denied that the Blair gov-

Blair's government on July 28, writes Ian

ernment has any plans to introduce such an

Barron.

innovation to fiscal policy. In a letter she wrote

The reason for quitting, she said, was to free

dated April 13 1998 she stated: "I should first

her to fight for nomination as Labour's candi-

make it clear that it is not part of our policy to

date for the new post of Mayor of London.

raise a land value tax".
But the Blair government does propose to

Observers speculate that her departure forestalled being sacked for failing to find solutions

introduce road charges. A Bill has been drafted,

to Britain's transport crisis. Her departmental

but Ms. Jackson's department has been criti-

chief, Deputy Premier John Prescott, was sav-

cised for being slow in pushing through the

aged in July by a powerful House of Commons

legislation.

committee, whose report exposed the failure of

One explanation may be the Prime

New Labour to deliver solutions to overcrowded

Minister's reluctance to upset the middle class

roads and a deteriorating mass transit system.

car owner. But the criticism has fallen on the

The ultimate source of confusion in the

shoulders of his Deputy, John Prescott. In the

Department of Environment and Transport may

run up to Premier Blair's cabinet re-shuffle in

lie with analysis of the problem of congestion

July it was rumoured that Ms. Jackson's fate

and the correct means for financing new infra-

hung in the balance. But by jumping ship in a

structure.

bid to become London's first Mayoress, Mr.

Transport economists increasingly favour a

Blair was relieved of the problem of having to

system of road charges as a way of rationing

make a decision on the future of the former

the use of overcrowded highways. A charge

screen star.

levied at peak-time travel is a levy on the occu-

•

pation of a limited spatial resource, not
dissimilar from parking charges. But Ms.

According to the British Lung Foundation,
pollution from road vehicles adds £11 billion

a year to health bills.
•MMBBBMMMwMTOMlHHtrm

Pinochet & the torture trade

Straws in the Wind
T
T
HE most sensitive political issue that
Home Secretary Jack Straw has had to
face was whether to back the House of
Lords and keep former Chilean dictator
Pinochet in Britain, so that he could be extradited to Spain to face charges of murder.
Straw's dilemma had its origins in 1966,
when the young idealist flew to Chile as a student leader to help build a youth community
centre in a country torn with poverty. The one
thing apparently going for Chile - according to
postwar theories of economic development was the aid received from the US. America
was more generous to Chile than any other
country outside South East Asia.
On his return to Britain he wrote an article
for the left wing Tribune (Oct. 21, 1966) in
which he revealed that the US Government
used fake foundations as slush funds for
money to support the Christian Democrat government of Eduardo Frei, who was the bulwark
against the Communist-Socialist coalition
(FRAP).
Salvador Allende, a Marxist, was to eventually win power through the ballot box. But
he was killed in the coup when Pinochet,
backed by the CIA, seized power in 1973. Why
had US generosity failed to shore up a democratic Chile? Back in 1966, Jack saw the
straws in the wind...

HE US paid close attention to Chile to
protect the copper mines against the
threat of nationalisation. But there was a
gap in US geo-political philosophy, which Jack
Straw spotted. He warned that Frei's reign
would continue only for so long as he delivered reforms, the most urgent of which was
land reform.
In the 1964 election, land reform had been
the controversial issue. Noted Mr. Straw:
"With 2% of the population owning 95% of the
land, absentee landlords and a succession of
complacent Governments, agriculture in Chile

He warned that, "if by the 1970 Presidential
election the electorate decides that Christian
Democracy has not been successful in providing reform the next Government in Chile will,
without doubt, be a FRAP one".

S
•

Jack Straw MP

Washington DC • Tax Reform
WHEN a tax reform measure starts to get all-

they are the ones pushing for 'smart taxes'. The

party support In a legislature, its chances of

Tax Reform Summit road-show moved a few

success must increase, writes Tony Vickers.

miles from Washington to Fairfax VA to hear

When it is also endorsed by bankers, trade

Cllr Tony Coughlan of Fairfax (pictured) explain

unions, builders, mayors and chambers of

why he was pushing fellow councillors to sup-

commerce, you can start to expect its imple-

port enabling legislation for the split-rate tax.

mentation.
That is the situation in New Jersey, accord-

First elected in May 1996, he only heard
about the fiscal reforms promoted by American

ing to the Republican

economist Henry George by accident.

Chair of the State's Local

He is now a trustee of the Center for

Government Committee,

the Study of Economics, which under-

Representative Mike

takes studies into the impact of tax

Amone.

reform.

Speaking at a Tax

The politics of this policy were

Reform Summit in July,

emphasised by Coughlan, who claims

organised on Capitol Hill

that campaigning on the split-rate tax

by the Centre for Incentive

helped him move up the poll in '98.

Taxation at the request of

The reason for electoral popularity of

the Washington Regional
Network for Livable Communities, Arnone said:

the measure is not hard to find. Dr. Nic
Tideman, professor of economics at a Virginia

"Only two groups profit from the present tax

university, speaking at the Washington meeting,

system in New Jersey: the land owners and the

explained how studies had shown that every

ruling caucus in state and city governments

1% difference in tax rates on land as compared

who can play 'pork-pie politics' with grants,

to that on buildings produced a 16% increase

concessions - and each other".

in construction activity. That meant jobs, pros-

Democrats rule in most of New Jersey. But
where they are not 'the caucus', as in Virginia,
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has not been hailed as one of its growth industries".
In
fact,
although
potentially
self-sufficient in food, Chile imported over
$150 million worth of food every year.
Frei's government passed legislation to
expropriate all farms that were either abandoned, under-worked or just too large. The
plan was to subdivide them into 80 hectare
(200 acre) holdings for landless labourers.
Compensation would be in cash and in 25-year
3% "Land Reform Bonds".
Jack Straw, the socialist student leader, was
not impressed. He did not think the government could muster the money to buy out the
idle land. And anyway, he insisted, redistributing land would not raise production and
productivity levels. Peasants, he wrote, would
be driven to "small-scale semi-subsistence
farming" when - according to the economic
nostrums popular at the time - what Chile
needed was "large-scale intensive farming".

perity, less urban dereliction and a more
healthy and content electorate.

TRAW'S THEORY was wrong. Largescale farming, especially with a socialist
spin - as the Soviet model demonstrated
- does not deliver higher productivity. But
emancipating the peasants - by giving them
land to cultivate - has proved to be the economically sound strategy for nurturing higher
incomes and human dignity. It has also long
been known as the certain way to build democracy on the back of independent yeoman
farmers.
Frei failed. Allende won the battle of the
ballot box. Pinochet won the war: social
reformers "disappeared", which is how the
general has come to languish in a luxury home
in a leafy English suburb.
Thirty-three years later, after Premier Blair
appointed Jack Straw as his Home Secretary,
the erstwhile socialist student found himself
revisiting his connections with Chile.
Pinochet's lawyers tried to disqualify him from
sitting in judgment on their client, on the
grounds that he had compromised himself with
his visit to Chile. Mr Straw rejected the claim,
and did make the ultimate decision on whether
Pinochet could be extradited.
The general is now waiting for the
Spaniards to haul him to Madrid, where they
will allege that he murdered, tortured and kidnapped to retain the power that was needed to
compress Chile into the social mould that was
acceptable to its foreign patrons. His next hearing will be on September 27, when a Bow
Street magistrate will begin the hearing on the
extradition. When the legal process is exhausted, the final decision on extradition will again
be made by Mr. Straw.
Meanwhile, Pinochet lives under armed
police guard at a rented mansion in Surrey.
Back in Chile, millions of peasants are still
landless, living on the margins of existence
while their masters argue over doctrines of
economic development, the fashion being
known as "the Washington consensus". Q9L
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPES ffl The Politics of Holy Places
JERUSALEM is history's metaphor
for territorial conflicts over Holy
Places.
The struggle to possess the city
has inflamed Middle Eastern politics
for millennia. Ownership of the land
beneath the city has been treated as
inseparable from the institutions of
world religions that preached love,
but indulged in war.
Sustainable peace will not come
until the land question has been
abstracted from the politics of Holy
Places. For while ownership of the
land is linked to the integrity of
faith, dishonest politicians will use
Holy Places as camouflage for their
real intentions: grabbing natural
resources.
*

In Yugoslavia, Slobodan
Milosovic provoked a virulent
nationalism by exploiting Serbian
monasteries in Kosovo. He wanted the gold, silver and coal
mines of the Trepca region. Under
the cover of NATO bombing,
Milosovic forces waged a 42-day
battle with the KLA to control the
mines. No-one knows how many
people died.
A general solution is needed that

neutralises the aspects of land that
provoke conflicts.
#

In Israel, Prime Minister Ehud
Barak says he is determined to
reach a peace with Palestinians.
He will honour the land-for-security Wye accord. Palestinians will
receive full or partial control of
40% of the Israeli-held West
Bank. And Israel will now move
constructively towards final status
negotiations over the future of
Jerusalem, refugees, water, borders and the Jewish settlements
in the West Bank.
But these negotiations are within

the terms of the old paradigm of
property rights:
+

sovereign nation-states exercise
absolute control over territory;
and

4r rights of property in land are free
from obligations to society.
A new paradigm is required.
Land & Liberty

opens the debate

on The Politics of Holy Places to elucidate solutions that combine respect
for people's religious faiths with the
equal right of access to the land on
which everyone relies for life.
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religious people's sense of Holy Place is
often associated with their deepest identity.
Whether as a sacred shrine, mountain or
city, the association between God and place stirs
the deepest passions. It is therefore only human
that Holy Place tends to find political representation as territory. But too often this degrades
worship into discrimination, terror and killing.
The problem becomes acute when more than
one tradition claims the same sacred place. In the
name of God, love is driven out. Sanctity is profaned.
But is sacred space necessarily exclusive of
diverse traditions? Allow me to offer an example
that suggests it need not be so; that spiritual space
can be saved from territorial politics.
At the end of the Gulf War the British
Government called upon church leaders to organise
national services of "thanksgiving". "Do not be
shy," said the commander of the British forces on
the BBC's Nine O'clock News on the last day of
February 1991. "Ring your church bells."
But 100,000 Iraqi conscripts were dead. The
mainstream church leaders of Scotland kept their
bells
silent.
The
British government
was told that this was
not an occasion for
"thanksgiving."
An interfaith conference was held on
the holy Isle of Iona.
From this a joint
Moslem-Christian
communique resulted
in the decision that
national
interfaith
—

friendship. Above all, let them not be sharpened by
secular leaders into Jihad, crusade, or any other
type of holy war.
"We joined that night, and again now in this
Mosque, to worship the same God, God as was
known to the early Jews as Yahweh. God as
revealed in the Christian tradition through Jesus
Christ. God who we Muslims know by the Arabic
word, Allah... We share a common commitment to
love, justice, charity, mercy, piety and peace.
Building these qualities in our hearts perhaps matters more to God than cleverness in arguing about
religion. I believe it is God, Allah, who has brought
us together. Let us try to stay together and work for
peace not only in the Gulf and Middle East, but
throughout this planet, this Universe of God."
Some years later I was telling this story whilst
lecturing in Edinburgh University. The son of a
Nigerian imam came up to me afterwards. "You
know," he told me, "we read all about that in our
newspaper in Nigeria." He explained that at the
time Moslems and Christians were killing each
other in his country. His father and his colleagues
were so astonished to hear that Scottish Christians
could
talk
with
Moslems that they
decided to initiate the
same approach with
the Christian leaders
in their area. The
killings did not entirely stop, but they had
greatly reduced.

ALASTAIR MCINTOSH

explains how to
transcend the
conflicts caused by
sacred sites

services of "reconciliation" would take place. One would be in
Edinburgh's St Giles Cathedral and the other in
Glasgow Mosque.
But a problem arose with the Edinburgh event.
The timing was going to clash with the Moslems'
evening call to prayer. They would be unable to
attend.
But Dr Bashir Maan, the spokesperson for
Glasgow Mosque, remembered something from the
Hadith. This is the oral tradition of Islam.
Seemingly Prophet Muhammed (peace be upon
him) had allowed visiting Christians to use his
mosque for their worship. Might it be conceivable,
he wondered, for us likewise to do something in
this spirit?
Scotland's Christian leaders responded warmly.
They would even allow Moslem worship to be conducted in front of the altar at St Giles Cathedral as
part of the service. So Christians watched as
Moslems prayed in their church. Our silence felt
respectful to the point of inner participation.
The following week, on 25 October 1991,
Imam Tufail Hussain Shah addressed Christians at
prayer in the community hall of the Glasgow
Mosque. He said,
"So let us not allow differences in theology to
be used by any person to bring fear or hatred
among us! Rather, let us see these differences as
challenges to our limited understanding, jewels to
be contemplated and perhaps learned from in

Scriptural discernment often yields a
basis for interfaith
— — —
sharing. For example,
Surah V:48 of the
Koran states that the Koran confirms rather than
overturns, "whatever Scripture was before it, and is
a watcher over it." Religious diversity was created
by God. As Akbar, the great Mogul emperor of
India (1542-1605) showed, such concepts as "the
sphere of Islam" can be expressed by creating a
culture that affirms interfaith toleration, mutual
learning and profound respect.
Similarly, for Christians, Jesus replaces a static
notion of "holy places" or "holy land" with an
understanding of incarnation. Here concepts of
space are incorporated into the "Body of Christ." In
John's gospel, for example, it is He, not Jacob's
well, that is the source of life-giving water (4:7-15);
He, not the Pool of Bethesda, that offers healing
(5:2-9). The whole of the creation is thereby rendered holy on account of the synonymy of life and
incarnation (John 1:1-9, cf. Proverbs 8:22-36).
Moslems and adherents to non-Christian faiths
are all part of God's creation. Their sharing of
Christian holy places is therefore no different than
their sharing of this earth. The Bible tells us
(Leviticus 25:23), the Koran tells us (Surah
XX:53), and sacred texts from many other faiths all
tell us that ultimately this does not belong to any
human political construction of territory. It belongs
to its creator, God, alone. That is what we honour
in respecting Holy Place. QBL
The author is a Quaker, and Fellow of the Centre for Human
Ecology, Edinburgh

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES (11): Israel
Geo-confederacy: The Single-Space Solution
for Multi-ethnic Communities

T

HE ETHNIC clashes in Israel
and
Palestine,
Northern
Ireland, Kashmir, Rwanda,
Bosnia, and Kosovo are a struggle to
control land. When two or more
groups want to control the same area
of land, there are several ways to
resolve it. Unified rule by one of the
parties leaves the other in an inferior
position and leads to conflict.
Expulsion is morally unacceptable.
The just solution is to either split the
land or share the land in equality.
The land obtained by
the
Palestinian authority constitutes a partition. But a division of the land can
also involve conflict, and it is not sufficient when the populations are
mixed, when the economies are intermingled, when a minority after
partition resists being ruled by the
other party, and where one party is
deeply attached to sites occupied by the other.
In Kashmir, partition has not been accepted by
either side. A just resolution can involve partition, but needs to also go beyond it.
The basic moral question in such conflicts
is, who is the morally proper owner of the
land? The ownership of land is really two types
of claims:
$ rights of possession, and
O rights to the benefits of the land.
Typically, both sides present a case for the
legitimacy of their claim. In Israel-Palestine,
the Palestinian Arab claims are based on generations of residency as well as historical
origins going back to the Canaanites. The
Israeli Jewish claim goes back to the ancient
Hebrew times as well as continuous residency.
USTICE is based on equal treatment. This
implies that all the people in the disputed
land should be recognized as having an
equal right to exist on the land and an equal
historical and moral claim to the benefit of the
land.
An efficient modern economy works best
with an individual possession of land, but the
benefits of the land can be shared. The land
rent (excluding the value and returns on the
buildings and other improvements) reflects the
benefits of the use of the land, since this is
what a tenant is willing to pay for the rights of
possession.
Common ownership of the land rent can
be implemented by having each title holder
pay the market rent in exchange for possession. This would include all government
agencies which hold land. The nations and
ethnic groups would each have their own
governments, which would be united under a
confederation or federation that would collect

J
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the rent, which would serve as its source of
revenue. The rent would be collected on realestate space as well as on the economic rents
of water, minerals, and other natural
resources.
The concept of a confederation based on
the equal sharing of the rent could be called a
"geo-confederacy," the "geo" referring to the
commonly owned land rent. Each person and
land-title holder could choose which government to affiliate with, so that nobody would
need to be displaced from his home.

T

HE confederation would spend some of
the rent for services involving the whole
territory, and then transfer the remaining rent to the constituent members of the
confederation. Having to pay rent in order to
hold land would transform the political and
military conflicts over land into a market for
land in which no individual or social segment

A PEACE PLAN

By FRED
FOLDVARY

would lose. The rent would compensate the others for not having access to
that land. Making it costly to hold land
would reduce the demand for land that
served socially-divisive nationalistic
and emotional purposes.
A geo-confederacy resolves the
problem of independence versus
autonomy. Many Palestinian Arabs
desire an independent state rather than
autonomy under Israeli rule. But the
Israelis fear that an independent
Palestine could become an enemy. One
Israeli justification for occupation has
been ein breira: no alternative (Kerr,
1975: 4). Security, it is said, requires it.
Confederation provides an alternative, bringing both parties under one
common government, which not only
provides common services but also
provides courts to resolve disputes.
Each party is autonomous for its own
domestic affairs, such as education and money,
which reduces the fear that the other side will
become dominant.
This model - based on the principles of
self-governance and rent-sharing - can be
applied wherever there is ethnic conflict. Rentbased public finance and the elimination of
taxes on productive activity also promotes a
prosperity that itself reduces social stress and
promotes harmony.
<x In Kosovo, there is a potential clash
between the ethnic Albanians who desire
independence and the Serbs who want to
retain Kosovo for its historic connections to
Serbia. Federation could provide a way
out, in which Kosovo becomes a republic
within Yugoslavia but separate from Serbia,
while Serbs in Kosovo may remain Serbian
citizens and some enclaves remain part of
Serbia.
In Bosnia, too, sharing the land by paying
rent would compensate the others for the
exclusion from possession. Bosnia could
be a confederation with Muslim, Serb, and
Croatian governments, the confederation
collecting the rent.
O In Northern Ireland, the conflict involves
independent countries as well as the local
ethnic groups.
The peace process in
Northern Ireland would be strengthened if
each side could have its own ethnic selfgovernance under a federated assembly,
and the landholders had to pay rent. The
land could also be declared under the joint
sovereignty of both the United Kingdom
and Ireland, allowing each person to choose
his citizenship.
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This method respects ethnic diversity. If
applied in Kashmir, each resident could choose
to be an Indian or Pakistani citizen, while India
and Pakistan had joint sovereignty, and each
landholder, including governments, paid the
economic rent to a federated government in
Kashmir.

T

HE principle of self-governance under a
federation funded by the land rent
should be applied universally. It provides for self-determination and an equal
ownership of the land, the key elements of
social justice. There will be extremists who
reject equality, but most people would accept it
both as a fair solution and to avoid further conflict.
It is in areas of ethnic conflict where the
remedy is most urgently needed. The situation
is especially critical in IsraelPalestine
today,
where
a
declaration of a Palestinian State
would lead to a clash with the government of Israel. Prime Minister
Ehud Barak would be wise to propose a confederation as a way to
defuse the conflict. He would be
even wiser to declare a jubilee in
which the land of Israel and
Palestine is restored to all the people, as is written in Leviticus 25,
verse 24, "And in all the land of
your possession, ye shall grant a
redemption for the land."
Verse 17 says: "Ye shall not
therefore oppress one another."
This should apply also to the relations between the Israeli Jews and
the Palestinian Arabs: they should
be equal in governance and in
rights to the land. Verse 18 tells us
that if we keep to God's statues,
then "ye shall dwell in the land in
safety." Israelis seek security, but
they shall not find it until they
establish justice, in accord with the
jubilee.
Verse 19 then says: "And the
land shall yield her fruit, and ye
shall eat until ye have enough, and
dwell therein in safety." If the land rent is
shared and there is peace, then the land will
yield plenty for both the Israelis and the
Palestinians, and with justice and prosperity
will come the true security, safety, that the
Israelis have sought all these years.

S

OME Israelis may fear that if the Arabs
of East Jerusalem join the Palestinian
government, Jerusalem would be divided again. However, the city could have a
united government across the jurisdictions. In
Washington, DC, the U.S. federal government
has jurisdiction over some areas and the city
government over others; Jerusalem could function similarly with two jurisdictions, just as
West Berlin was a united city under the
American, French, and British zones.

A settlement of the conflict perceived as
just by many Palestinians would remove the
major cause of the hostility, the domination,
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humiliation, and loss of identity suffered by
the Palestinians. Secondly, the economic
dependence of the Palestinians on the Israeli
economy would make it in the interest of most
Palestinians to coexist peacefully. The people
in Gaza especially depend on work in Israel.
The confederation would have three main
functions.
(1) It would establish courts to resolve disputes
both among the constituent states and the
citizens of different states. The confederation would also have a police force for
interstate matters and to help in law
enforcement in border areas.
(2) Defense and foreign affairs. Each state
could still be considered an international
agent, able to maintain diplomatic relations
with foreign states, but the confederation
would also have its own foreign service to

percentage. This would act as a counterweight
to population increases. The confederation
would retain the remaining rent for its administration.
The concept of a bi-national state has been
discussed in Israel-Palestine, but the proponents have not explicitly called for the
common ownership of the rent. Martin Buber
in 1921 proposed a "just alliance with the Arab
peoples," with "unhampered independent
development" for each in a bi-national state.
He also favoured (in a 1939 letter to Gandhi)
the "communal ownership of land" (citing Lev.
25:23) and "the independence of each individual". With "joint sovereignty," neither people
need fear "domination by the other through
numerical superiority," hence immigration
need not be restricted.
Noam Chomsky advocates a settlement that
includes self-government for each
nation, the ability of each individual to
live where he chooses, and a state which
is neither Jewish nor Arab but multinational. However, regarding the specifics,
he said, "I will not sketch out details...."
For the Israelis to accept a settlement, they need to regard it not as one in
which they yield territory. It is, rather, an
arrangement involving a change in governance; not as a withdrawal, but an
agreement to share sovereignty; not as
the establishment of a hostile neighbouring state, but as the preservation of
Jewish autonomy within a common government over which they will have
significant control.
For Palestinians, there would be a
Palestinian State. The lack of all desired
territory would be compensated for by
the possible inclusion of Arabs within
the pre-1967 Israeli borders as citizens
of the Palestinian state. The confederation would make all of Palestine the
common land of the Palestinians, though
shared with the Israelites.

represent the whole territory, just as the
European Union is represented. Israel
would retain its own defense forces at first,
and could, at its option, gradually transfer
the military to the confederation as it gains
confidence in its viability. The assumption
of defense expenses by the confederation
would be an incentive for Israelis to transfer the forces.
(3) Assess all the land annually and collect
land rent from the title holders. The confederation would impose no land use
restrictions or regulations. The land would
include the water beneath the surface,
which the confederation would sell at market prices in amounts that would sustain the
supply.
The confederation could distribute some of
the rent to the governments of the constituent
states on the basis of their population and some
equally to the states or based on some fixed

This geo-confederate peace plan
seeks a middle ground between the
unacceptable maximal proposals of
independent partition and subordinate
autonomy, providing an option which
implements principles of justice recognized
by the traditions and religions of both parties. The plan, building on the legacy of
Martin Buber and the bi-national movements of both parties, is offered for public
dialogue so that people of good will may no
longer be able to say, "there is no alternative." H&L
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Books
The double act
that nearly
made history
Geoffrey Lee
CHURCHILL:
HIS RADICAL DECADE
by M a l c o l m Hill
Othila Press, £20
INSTON Churchill, a statesman of
towering stature, is now remembered for his wartime achievements
following his appointment as Prime Minister
in 1940 and as a voice crying in the wilderness
years before 1939 warning of the threat posed
by Hitler's rise to power.
What has been forgotten is his radical early
days when he espoused free trade and land
value taxation with a passion, conviction and
clarity of thought that has never
been matched. We owe a debt '
of gratitude to Malcolm Hill for f
bringing this decade to life and
shining a light on these | |
aspects of this multi-dimen
sional genius.
A genius, it must be
said, with flaws and inconsistencies.
What
happened to the ideals
that carried him through
a marathon campaign
promoting LVT for the
1909 People's Budget
as a Liberal to then
see him
as
a
Conservative
Chancellor of the
Exchequer in the 1920s
allowing the last remnants of it to
slide into oblivion?
It is true that the LVT proposals had been
badly drafted and did not work. The First
World War took away the 14,500 valuation
staff so that even the basis needed before any
assessments could be made was never established.
Churchill could have set things in motion
again after the war but he didn't. Malcolm Hill
says that Churchill's love of the bright lights
and ambition allowed the question to fade in
his political thinking "as if it had been but a
garment whose season had passed". Churchill
himself wrote: "It is inevitable that frequent
changes should take place in the region of
action. A policy is pursued up to a certain
point; it becomes evident at last that it can be
carried no further. New facts arise which render it obsolete; new difficulties make it
impracticable. A new, and possibly the oppo-
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site, policy asserts itself with overwhelming
force."
Lloyd George, who Malcolm Hill claims
did not understand the case for the taxation of
land values, never gave up promoting it. And,
at least, he understood that his original proposals were flawed. In 1930 he drew the
Labour Chancellor of the Exchequer's attention to his own problems 20 years earlier: "I
hope that he will read the Budget of 1909-10
in order to know what to avoid."
In the heady days of 1909 Lloyd George
and Winston Churchill had been a kind of
double act barnstorming the country with fiery
speeches. Churchill's famous exposition of
the land question given in Edinburgh that year
is quoted in full in this book. He clearly drew
the distinction between private and public
value and the significance of total enclosure
"...the land monopoly is not the only monopoly which exists, but it is by far the greatest of
monopolies; it is a perpetual monopoly, and it
is the mother of all other forms of monopoly."
Churchill's attention had first been drawn
to the injustices in society by Seebohm
Rowntree's Poverty. A Study of Town Life.
Later he read and digested Henry George's
Progress and Poverty. His attack on the vested interests that were at the root of this
poverty was made not without
cost
to
himself.
Whereas
Lloyd
George had experienced and seen the
suffering caused to
his local community
in Wales by landlords
and responded with
bitterness and heartfelt
personal anger against
them Churchill came
from that very class. With
his aristocratic background
Churchill had to set himself
against his family and class.
As he confided to a friend:
"What a wrench it is to me to
break with all that glittering
hierarchy." In the end when,
after all their efforts, the budget
was passed into law, the LVT part of it was a
damp squib. Instead of trying to get it right, as
Malcolm Hill explains, the government had
embarked on a policy of mitigating the effects
of poverty and not tackling the causes. Both
Churchill and Lloyd George were guilty of
aiding and abetting this policy which led to
the Welfare State instead of to a system of
economic justice which would have made the
Welfare State unnecessary.
I can recommend this book to anyone
interested in seeing the tragedy of this failure
and Churchill's part in it. It is an important
work, and it is a pity that the author was not
better served in its final production and subediting, but that is a minor cavil. This is a
book for serious study and a lesson for future
legislators.

Natural laws
we should not
flout
Geoff Forster
THE NATURAL ECONOMY
b y John Young
Shepheard-Walwyn, £9.95/A$24
HE AIM of this excellent book is to
expound the basic principles or laws
underlying all economies, in jargon
free language, and to relate these principles to
current economic problems. I believe that the
author has succeeded admirably.
Notwithstanding the difficulty of verifying economic principles in laboratory
experiments (as in the "hard" sciences), the
fact is that a major economic experiment in
the Soviet Union led to disastrous results
because a major factor, the market, was overlooked. It became clear that markets can be
neither abolished nor replaced by bureaucratic decisions.
While the western capitalistic method
works more efficiently, it involves two basic
weaknesses: (a) the boom-slump-boom cycle;
and (b) the growing gap between rich and
poor. Here again there is the widespread
though fallacious belief that bureaucrats can
manage the economy by income redistribution
and the welfare state, using interest rate readjustments, etc.
The author sets forth the natural economy
that could give rise to prosperity with equity.
Topics include wealth and services; labour
and wages; capital and interest; association
and site revenue; value; money; government.
There is a glossary of terms used (and precisely defined).
Current problems reviewed in the light of
the principles outlined include: public debt,
taxation, inflation, land prices, recessions,
unemployment, poverty. Authorities quoted
include Aristotle, Michael Novak, R.B.
McKenzie, E.F. Schumacher and Henry
George.
The author has taught philosophy for many
years, and this is apparent in the clear, rigorous thinking underlying his presentation. His
chapter on the objections to taking site revenue for public needs is especially good.
Unlike so many books on economics
which describe how events are happening, this
one gets to those fundamentals which must be
grasped and then acted upon if an harmonious
economy is to be realised.
For its clarification of economic principles
and its demonstration of the application of
these to current issues, this book is cordially
commended.
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Cuba: will
Castro
back rent
From left to right: Ramsey Clark, former US Attorney General; Ricardo Alarctin,

policy?
AVANA - European Union and US
governments are attempting to persuade Cuba to abandon its planned
economy, which would involve changing the
nation's constitution. Attempts to court Fidel
Castro have failed, as Thomas Donohue,
President of the US Chamber of Commerce,
discovered when he paid a pioneering visit to
Cuba in July. The "agreement of understanding" he signed fell short of what it will take to
persuade the U.S. to lift its 37-year-old embargo. The issue is complicated by the political
clout exerted by Batista-era "exiles" in Florida,
who want to "buy back" 60% of Cuba for $17
billion.
An alternative bid to encourage reform has
been initiated by former U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark. He led a delegation to Havana
on July 19 to promote public finance as the
central plank for the economy, if and when it
becomes more open to foreign trade and
investment. The proposals would avoid the
excesses of corruption that were challenged by
Castro's revolution. If the US were to reimpose
its own version of a "new" system on Cuba in
the post-Castro era, observers fear that the
Cuban people might respond with another civil
war.
Clark's team included Dr. Michael Hudson,
President of Institute for the Study of Longterm Economic Trends (ISLET), and Ted
Gwartney, Executive Director of the Robert
Schalkenbach Foundation, both based in New
York City.
Accompanying them was Dr.
Cornelia Wunsch, an economist from the former East Germany.
In a two-hour meeting with Ricardo
Alarcon de Quesada President of the
National Assembly of People's Power, and
author of the Foreign Investment Law - the
case was put for the adoption of a land-charge
system of public finance. Mr. Alarcon suggested a follow-up visit to discuss the
principles of land-charges within the context
of a planned economy. The delegation suggested that relevant insights could be found in the
"land for the people" philosophy of Henry
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President, National Assembly of People's Power; Michael Hudson, President,
Institute for the Study of Long-Term Economic Trends; Ted Gwartney, Executive
Director, Robert Schalkenbach Foundation

George, the world-famous 19th century social
reformer.
At a meeting with the President of the
Association of Cuban Economists,
Dr.
Roberto Verrier revealed that they were familiar with Henry George through the influential
writings of the Cuban reformer Jose Marti, the
guiding light behind Cuba's constitution. The
Cuban economists explained
that, like
George, Marti was working and writing in
New York as a journalist in the 1880s, where
he read George's Progress and Poverty and
popularized
its ideas throughout Latin
America.
At a briefing session with Elena Alvarez,
Director of the Economic Planning Institute the Institute Nacional de Investigaciones
Economicas - it was made plain that the government was intent on retaining the value of
Cuba's land and natural resources for the
Cuban people, and that this principle was written into its constitution.

T

HE MAJOR problem encountered by
the visitors was a pessimism that the
hostile U.S. trade and tourism blockade
would not be lifted in the foreseeable future.
The nation has not planned for the prospect of
land prices rising as prosperity spreads, as it
inevitably would do if the U.S. ended its punitive sanctions.
Esther Aguilera, Secretary General of the
Association of Economists of Latin America
and the Caribbean who is organizing an economic conference on globalism next January,
invited the delegation to make a presentation.
Aguilera is eager for a description of how a
land-charge system could protect the nation's
natural resources from foreigners.
According to property assessor Ted
Gwartney, who has worked in Russian cities
on the problem of levying public land charges
in the absence of a market economy: "The
prospect of Cuba signing deals with Spanish,
Canadian and other developers in anticipation
of more normalized relations gave a particular
urgency to our discussions.

"Cuba clearly wants to use market pricing
for tourists and investors. While real estate
exchanges are infrequent - people live rentfree in the same house that they were born in
- some exchanges do occur and involve a
bonus payment (land rent) for the superior
location.
"I promised to help with the redesign of the
land cadastre. Even if they don't replace
socialism with a total market pricing system,
we could construct a 'relative values' model of
the kind we developed in Russia, drawing on
market-based experience. This would give
them a working system in which payments by
users varied according to the differential benefits they received. We hope to discuss this
further when we meet Mr. Alarcon in New
York in September, when he goes to the United
Nations."
Wall Street analyst Dr. Hudson reported:
"Cuba already is the landlord as well as the tax
authority, so it is in a position to collect the
land's rental value directly. This was confirmed in meetings with tax officials at the
Ministry of Finance and Prices. They made it
clear that their intention was to collect the
land's full rental value".
Dr. Wunsch signalled the dangers in inviting foreign corporations as partners in
profit-sharing agreements. Global corporations
no longer declare profits - they expense their
interest charges, depreciate (and re-depreciate)
their properties, charge phantom management
fees to offshore companies in tax havens, and
in general report profits only in tax-evasion
centres. Dr. Wunsch warned that foreign companies were mainly after land-price gains, and
the correct policy response was to collect the
land's full rental value.
According to Dr. Hudson, Cubans recognize that "globalization" is largely a
combination of real estate grabbing and an
attempt by international creditors to extend
mortgage lending. This loads down real estate
with debt. The Cuban officials, he reported,
appear determined to retain this rental value
domestically.
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The laird who got Eigg on his face

A

LIBEL action in London's High Court
ended with the former owner of the
island of Eigg losing his battle to clear
his reputation as a landlord.
Wealthy businessman Keith Schellenberg
bought the Hebridean island in 1975. He promised to regenerate the economy, but The
Guardian reported the claim that he allowed
the property to fall into "wrack and ruin" after
"years of neglect".
Mr. Schellenberg denied allowing his property to deteriorate. Asked by his counsel Patrick
Milmo QC whether he ever adopted the attitude
of being the owner of all he surveyed, he
replied: "It never occurred to me to take that
attitude. I felt responsibility, but the question of
ownership never meant anything to me".
Tenants on the tiny island painted a bizarre
picture of their laird, but his own sense of
humour helped them. He sent friends a
Christmas card portraying himself in a German
helmet with a Hitler moustache, his arm lifted
in a Nazi salute. He was wearing womens'
tights and boots.
Relations deteriorated between the laird
and the tenants to the point where, he said,
some of them set fire to his pier shed and
destroyed his Rolls Royce. He called them
"barmy revolutionaries". He described his
experience as a highland landlord as "like
being a Jew in Nazi Germany". He said that he
was not referring to the islanders, but The

Guardian. Schellenberg owned the island for
20 years before selling it to a German artist
called "Professor Maruma" in 1995 for £1.6
million. Maruma was said to have described
caves on the island as being "like a woman's
birth canal".
Schellenberg's bid to clear his name followed a report in The Guardian which
portrayed him as a playboy. The newspaper, in
its defence, produced the laird's former manager for tourism. William Mackenzie said that
Eigg was like "Alice in Wonderland", and
Schellenberg presided over it "like a Mad
Hatter". He quit because of the "daily lunacy

•

Alan Rusbridger

in every aspect of the estate's and hence the
island's affairs".
The island was eventually bought by the
tenants and held in trust. Trustees suspected
that the court case might have been influenced
by the growing demand in Scotland for land
reform. After the 70-year-old former laird lost
his action, The Guardian's editor, Alan
Rusbridger, explained that one of his reader's
£1 million cheque enabled the islanders to buy
Eigg. The island under Schellenberg's stewardship had become a playground for the rich.
"Helicopters would periodically disgorge
friends more used to the casinos of San Moritz
than the windswept landscape of Eigg. There
are evocative pictures of Gunther Sachs, the
playboy ex-husband of Brigitte Bardot, and a
troop of young women draped in unHebridean
lingerie on the lawn of the Lodge."
After the case, Alastair Mcintosh, a trustee
of the Isle of Eigg Trust, said: "A rich man put
a whole community on trial. Had he won he
would have gagged the land reform debate.
What matters now is to advance with reputable
land reform legislation in a spirit of forgiveness of bygone abuse by landed power".
And in a letter to The Guardian (May 21),
Mr.
Mcintosh
declared:
"Had
Mr.
Schellenberg won his rich man's libel game, a
suffocating curtain would have smothered the
land reform debate, not just on little Scottish
islands, but throughout the British Isles".
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